
A Guided Meditation through Graves and the Parts

First, get into a comfortable position so that your body can settle into stillness, and 
let your eyes close. Let yourself be upright, relaxed, and awake in any way that feels 
most comfortable for you.

<….Let people get settled and still>

Allow your awareness to float down from your head, relaxing each part of the body 
in turn. The head...the neck and the throat...the shoulders just resting now, the 
arms and hands...the chest...the belly and the whole back, with the spinal column 
upright and balanced...the bowl of the pelvis, the thighs, knees, lower legs and feet, 
just coming to rest. Notice any places where you may feel some tension or 
resistance or holding, and just allow them to rest as they are able to. 

Remember you are first of all an animal, and you may experience your animal 
being, like a big tawny lion resting near a water hole, completely at ease, yet alert 
and awake. Calmly you survey the whole savannah, exquisitely attuned to your 
environment, relaxed in your natural home. 

As you become more settled you may begin noticing patterns in your experience. 
They may be sensations in the body, or sounds outside, shifts of emotion, thoughts, 
or movements of energy around and through you, changes in the daylight, changes 
in the seasons. As you become curious about those naturally-occurring patterns, 
part of you may feel a connection to the ancient wise ones, who seemed to know 
something about the meanings of these deep patterns: the slow wheeling of stars in 
the sky, the phases of the tides, the flight of a purple butterfly, the rhythms of the 
human body from birth to death as a natural function. We carry this wisdom from 
the ancient elders forward in our bodies, and so we honor them.

As you move more deeply in attunement with this natural experience of being a 
human body with red blood coursing through your veins, you may feel power 
flowing through you, the vital power not only of our physical bodies, but the power 



of our words, our will, our intention, to shape the external world. We have the 
power to bridge rivers, to compose symphonies, to split atoms, to make nature bend 
to our will. We keenly feel emotions that are raw and primal, and our most basic 
animal urges—rage, passion, terror, despair, hunger, thirst, shame, lust, exhaustion, 
protectiveness, well-being or satisfaction. You may notice a part that feels powerful 
impulses to express itself in the world, to leave its mark, and to grab life with both 
hands and devour it. The raw energy of this part may trouble you, at times, like a 
roaring fire that may burn out of control.

And now you may notice a part that is more contained, following along with my 
words, wanting to do this right and following my instructions for this process. It 
may feel a bit ashamed or guilty when you have a lapse of attention, feel lost, or 
when you get distracted or confused. It’s OK. It is glad that it doesn’t have to be in 
charge, that you can rest in this space where someone can guide you, like a police 
officer in a blue uniform, directing traffic so that it can move smoothly, in the 
proper path. 

Or you may notice a part that resists this process a bit, wanting to do things your 
own way, creating new images, thoughts, and feelings for you to experience. Where 
is the evidence that this actually works? it wonders. I’m my own person. I know 
what I want, and I know how to get it. That part is skeptical about following 
someone else, feels confined by the structure of this guidance, and wonders whether 
I can really lead you, whether you are better off following your own path, a creative 
adventure of your own imagination, like a bright orange sunflower follows the sun. 

And then you may remember that you are here together with other people who are 
sharing this experience, and part of you wants to include them, wants to hear about 
their experiences too, and to be connected in a deep and profound way, every one of 
the parts welcome, even the disowned exiles, the hypervigilant managers, the brash 
firefighters. A part of you may feel that warm bond we share as fellow humans just 
sitting in this room together. Like a vibrant green garden where all plants are 
tended with care so that they can flourish and thrive side by side.  



And in that very warm, deep ease and acceptance, you may feel the dropping away 
of all that binds you, all the struggle and contraction. Your energy flows freely both 
out toward the group, this room, the campus here, and continues beyond the 
horizon; and it flows inwardly to bathe all of the parts in its warm illumination, 
energizing and clarifying those parts and their intimate relationships, freeing them 
to move in harmony together. That part of you experiences the ebb and flow of time 
and space as fluid media you swim in easily, like a fish in clear water, or a bird in the 
vast, transparent sky. All fear and shame and guilt and grief have simply fallen 
away; past wounds no longer distress you; frozen habit patterns soften and melt 
under the clear yellow light of awareness. 

There is a verse we say in the mornings:

Vast is the robe of liberation,
a formless field of benefaction
wearing the universal teaching
I realize the one true nature,
thus harmonizing all being. 

Now you may begin to experience something beyond language, beyond concepts, 
that connects you in the most intimate way with the entire cosmos. Across vast 
reaches of space and time, you feel in your bones a profound simplicity and order, a 
deep purpose that spans the entire universe, in which you have your timeless home. 
Nothing needs to be done, there is nowhere else to go, nothing you need to be, no 
path to follow. Everything is right where it is, everything is a perfect expression of 
all of the causes and conditions that have arisen together since the moment the 
universe began. And every atom of your body has been here since that moment. 
You belong here, everything belongs, just as it is. It is beyond parts and self, far 
beyond any personal quality or experience or state of consciousness. It is manifest 
in the deep turquoise of the boundless oceans, perfectly reflecting the horizonless 
sky. You have the rare gift of a human life, here in this precious world, and you can 
treasure this priceless opportunity. All of the rich colors of your experience are 
woven into just this astonishing tapestry.



And so with every in breath and every out breath we are whispering to one another, 
and to ourselves:

Let us be respectfully reminded:
Life and death are of supreme importance.
Time swiftly passes by, and with it our only chance.
Each of us must strive to awaken.
Be aware, do not squander our life. 

<....>
As you take your time to gently return here, to this place, you might move around a 
little bit, stretch, and open your eyes slowly. 


